During the years 2010-13, atmospheric eddy covariance measurement of oxygen was performed at the marine site Östergarnsholm in the Baltic Sea. The fast response optode Microx TX3 was used with two different types of tapered sensors. In spite of the increased lifetime, the optical isolated sensor is limited by the slower response time and is unsuitable for ground-based eddy covariance measurements. The sensor without optical isolation shows a 2 2 /3 slope within the inertial subrange and attains sufficient response time and precision to be used in air-sea applications during continuous periods of 1-4 days. Spectral and cospectral analysis shows oxygen measured with the nonoptical isolated sensor to follow the same shape as for CO 2 and water vapor when normalized. The sampling rate of the Microx TX3 is 2 Hz; however, the sensor was found to have a limited response and resolution, yielding a flux loss in the frequency range f . 0.3 Hz. This can be corrected for by applying cospectral similarity simultaneously using measurements of latent heat as the reference signal. On average the magnitude of the cospectral correction added 20% to the uncorrected oxygen flux during neutral atmospheric stratification.
Introduction
Air-sea exchange of oxygen is an area of increasing scientific interest. Oxygen in the ocean is of crucial importance, as it is strongly linked to both the carbon dioxide and nitrogen cycles (Arrigo 2005; Keeling et al. 2010) and is a key component in eutrophication (Karlsson et al. 2002) . In the fifth and latest assessment report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Stocker et al. 2013) , it was concluded that the ocean has absorbed about 30% of the emitted anthropogenic carbon dioxide, causing ocean acidification. Variability of oxygen gives additional information about the carbon cycle, not contained in the variability of CO 2, due to the different reactivity and equilibrium time scale of oxygen and CO 2 (Körtzinger et al. 2008) .
During the last decade, there has been increasing interest in oxygen minimum zones (OMZ). OMZ are zones in the water column typically 200-1000 m in depth where oxygen concentration is at its lowest and hypoxia occurs. OMZ constitute the main areas of nitrogen loss to the atmosphere via denitrification and anaerobic ammonium oxidation (Codispoti et al. 2001) and could also mitigate the ocean biological sequestration of atmospheric CO 2 (Paulmier et al. 2008 ). In the last few years, new evidence of expanding OMZ has been found in the tropical northeast Atlantic as a consequence of global warming (Stramma et al. 2008) , capable of threatening the sustainability of pelagic fisheries and marine ecosystems (Stramma et al. 2012) . Recently, the Surface Ocean Lower Atmosphere Study (SOLAS) launched a program related to OMZ as a key player to understand the nitrogen cycle and the role of the ocean in atmospheric greenhouse gas control. The oxygen concentration of these zones is very sensitive to changes in air-sea fluxes of oxygen and interior ocean advection; hence, dissolved oxygen is an important parameter for the understanding of the ocean's role in the earth's climate system (Joos et al. 2003) . One major uncertainty of the ocean oxygen dynamics is the air-sea gas exchange. Therefore, measurements of oxygen fluxes across the air-sea surface are fundamental to the understanding of how the increased emissions of greenhouse gases-for Denotes Open Access content. example, CO 2 , CH 4 , and NO 2 -affect the global climate dynamics.
The most direct method to measure fluxes of gases across the air-sea interface is the eddy covariance method. This method is widely used within the meteorological community to determine, for example, fluxes of CO 2 , and sensible and latent heat. Oxygen eddy covariance measurements in water have been performed successfully over the last decade in studying water-sediment exchange (e.g., Berg et al. 2003 Berg et al. , 2009 Kuwae et al. 2006; Brand et al. 2008; McGinnis et al. 2008; Reimers et al. 2012; Chipman et al. 2012) . Atmospheric eddy covariance measurements of oxygen have not previously been performed, since instrumentation with sufficient response time and resolution was not available.
The magnitude and direction of a gas flux at the airsea interface is determined by the air-sea difference in partial pressure of the gas and by the efficiency of the transfer process (described by the transfer velocity). Traditionally, the air-sea fluxes of oxygen have been determined through mass balance techniques using the oxygen disequilibrium between the atmosphere and the surface ocean and using a wind-dependent expression for the transfer velocity (e.g., Stigebrandt 1991; McNeil et al. 2006; Kihm and Körtzinger 2010) . Measurements of sparingly soluble gases such as CO 2 suggest linear, quadratic, or cubic dependencies of transfer velocity on wind speed (Liss and Merlivat 1986; Wanninkhof 1992; Wanninkhof and McGillis 1999; McGillis et al. 2004; Woolf 2005; McNeil and D'Asaro 2007) . The relative importance of various processes for the air-sea exchange is still not fully understood (Garbe et al. 2014 ). In the low to intermediate wind speed regime, the primary driving mechanism is presumed to be near surface turbulence (e.g., Fairaill et al. 2000) . Additionally, microwave breaking (Zappa et al. 2001) , spray and bubbles (Woolf 1993 (Woolf , 1997 , and water-side convection (Rutgersson et al. 2011 ) are of importance. The relative importance of different processes is expected to vary for gases of different solubility. Dimethyl sulfide (DMS) has shown less wind speed dependence than CO 2 for high winds (Blomquist et al. 2006) . By introducing eddy covariance measurements of yet another gas with different solubility (oxygen), knowledge about transport processes could fundamentally increase.
Here we evaluate the potential use of the Microx TX3 oxygen sensor for eddy covariance applications, investigating whether when it meets the resolution and response requirements for eddy covariance measurements in atmospheric marine environments, it will be exposed to, for example, high humidity and possible sea salt loading. A sensor comparison between two types of tapered oxygen sensors is performed, where response time and signal quality are studied. We also investigate the validity of scalar similarity on oxygen, by comparing cospectra of oxygen with cospectra of carbon dioxide and humidity. Additionally, we present corrections that need to be applied prior to a final flux estimate.
Theory

a. Microx TX3
The fast response oxygen optode is the commercially available optode system Microx TX3 (PreSens Precision Sensing GmbH, Regensburg Germany). The sensor consists of a needle-type housing with an oxygen sensitive tip ,50 mm and a fiber optical cable to the Microx TX3; a photograph of the sensor and instrument is shown in Fig. 1 . The Microx TX3 uses the luminescence lifetime technique, which was specially developed for very small fiber optic oxygen microsensors, to measure the partial pressure of oxygen. This technique works in the following manner: first, an indicator molecule is transferred from its ground state to the excited state. In the absence of oxygen, the indicator molecule returns to its ground state and luminescence is measured (reference measurement). In the presence of oxygen, collisions occur between the excited indicator molecules and oxygen; as a result, energy is transferred from the indicator molecule to the oxygen molecule and the measurable luminescence signal decreases. As an oxygendependent parameter, the Microx TX3 uses decay time t defined as the time between the excited signal and the molecule emitted signal. In the presence of oxygen, the decay time t 1 is shorter compared to the decay time in oxygen-free air t 0 . Hence, the time delay between the excited and the emitted signal can be represented by a phase angle f. The concept of the phase angle shift as a function of oxygen content is described in the Stern Volmer equation (Stern and Volmer 1919) ), or salinity. The instrument can be set to give the oxygen output signal in partial pressure (hPa), oxygen saturation (0%-50%) or air saturation (0%-250%). For atmospheric eddy covariance
applications, the oxygen partial pressure unit is preferred. The relative unit % air saturation is an air-water equilibrium unit, where 100% air saturation corresponds to a water surface in equilibrium with the normal volume content of oxygen in air (20.95%) at standard pressure (1013.25 hPa). The unit of % air saturation can be con-
where p atm is the atmospheric pressure, p n is the standard pressure, p w (T) is the saturation water vapor pressure at temperature T, V m is the molar volume (22.414 L mol
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) of oxygen, and a(T) is the Bunsen absorption coefficient for oxygen for a given temperature, assuming 100% relative humidity. For atmospheric measurements, assuming 100% relative humidity is not a valid approximation, since relative humidity is often significantly lower than 100%. This is why the actual water vapor pressure should be used instead of the saturation water vapor pressure. The Bunsen absorption coefficient is calculated using The Bunsen absorption coefficient determines the amount of oxygen that can be dissolved in water at a given water temperature. A thermistor is connected to the Microx TX3 to correct for changes in quenching frequency due to temperature variations. This measurement may be bypassed by setting a fixed temperature, for which then the oxygen concentration is determined; this is, however, not the recommended setup when the best possible resolution is required. Here we test both setups, that is, using a fixed temperature and with the thermistor connected. The two types of tapered sensors used in this study are the optical isolated (OI) sensor and the nonoptical isolated (NOI) sensor. The NOI sensor has the advantage of a faster response time (t 90 ) , 0.5 s and accuracy of 61% air saturation compared to the OI sensor with t 90 , 1 s with the same accuracy, where t 90 is the response time for 90% of the measured signal. The disadvantages of the NOI sensor compared to the OI sensor are the more fragile construction and a presumably larger signal drift as a result of faster photodecomposition of the oxygen sensitive part, since it is more exposed to ambient light (Loligo Systems 2005) . A signal drift will induce errors in the estimated flux if not corrected.
b. Eddy covariance method
The eddy covariance method is a direct measuring technique frequently used to determine turbulent fluxes. The technique uses the covariance between two simultaneously measured high-frequency signals. For vertical scalar fluxes, the covariance is calculated for vertical wind and a scalar measurement. The method is commonly used in micrometeorological studies to measure fluxes of momentum, heat, humidity, and CO 2 (Aubinet et al. 2012) . The method requires a fast-responding instrument, typically 2 Hz or faster, with high precision. The required sampling frequency and resolution depends on a variety of factors, such as sampling height above ground, etc. For trace gases of high concentration and relatively small air-sea concentration gradients like oxygen, it becomes especially difficult to meet up with the typical required precision being of at least two orders of magnitude greater than that of the air-sea gradient of the scalar concentration (Wanninkhof et al. 2009 ). For higher latitudes oxygen saturation goes from being typically 0%-10% undersaturated in winter to become 10% oversaturated during spring bloom and early summer (Körtzinger et al. 2008) . With a wind speed of 8 m s 21 and a 10% air-sea saturation difference, calculated fluxes are typically found within the range of 1-3 mmol m 22 s
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(depending on SST and k 660 parameterization). Because of the limited resolution of the Microx TX3, the eddy covariance measurements should be carried out when the air-sea oxygen gradient takes its highest values. The eddy covariance method relies on certain conditions that need to be fulfilled, such as a horizontally homogeneity and stationarity (see, e.g., Aubinet et al. 2012) . With these conditions fulfilled, Reynolds decomposition can be applied and the scalar flux F x expressed as
where x denotes the concentration of any scalar, such as CO 2 , O 2 , or humidity; w is the vertical wind component; and the primes represent a deviation from the mean value and the overbar represents the mean value. The first term on the right-hand side denotes the turbulent flux. The second term on the right-hand side is often neglected, with the motivation that the mean vertical wind component becomes zero after a coordinate rotation (tilt correction). This, however, is not a good assumption for all scalar fluxes, since the measured scalar density is affected by the density variations of temperature and humidity, causing a contribution to the mean vertical velocity. This can be corrected for on the raw signal or in the postprocessing using the Webb-Pearman-Leuning (WPL) correction (Webb et al. 1980) and is further discussed in section 4b(1).
c. Spectra and cospectra theory
Energy spectrum E(k) relates the size of turbulent eddies in terms of wavenumber k to the energy of the specified quantity like humidity, CO 2 , O 2 , and other scalars. Following the Kolmogorov theory, the energy spectra within the inertial subrange can be described as a function of the dissipation rate « and the wavenumber in the x direction:
where a k is the Kolmogorov constant, which for u is equal to 0.52, around 0.8 for temperature and humidity (Högström 1996) . For CO 2 , a k has been suggested to have values between 0.78 and 0.89 (Ohtaki 1982; Verma and Anderson 1984) . However, a recent study (Norman et al. 2012 ) suggested a k for CO 2 equal to 0.68. For point measurements the energy spectra are usually expressed in terms of frequency n instead of wavenumber k. By applying the Taylor hypothesis, the wavenumber can be expressed in terms of mean wind velocity u and n.
Multiplying by frequency the energy spectra for the horizontal wind component in the inertial subrange then follows the equation
Thus, theoretically log[nE(n)] should follow a 2 2 /3 slope within the inertial subrange when shown against log(n). As shown by Kaimal et al. (1972) for the three wind components and temperature, and later on for CO 2 and humidity (Ohtaki and Matsui 1982; Ohtaki 1985; Anderson and Verma 1985) , power spectra follow the Kolmogorov theory, showing a slope close to 2 2 /3 within the inertial subrange. The cospectrum essentially gives information about which sizes of eddies contribute to the flux. In a representation with a linear y axis and the frequency along a logarithmic x axis, the area beneath the curve is proportional to the flux. The scalar flux F x may then be determined by computing the integral of the cospectrum (e.g., Wyngaard 2010):
Wyngaard and Cote (1972) found nC wu and nC wt to collapse in a 2 4 /3 slope (Wyngaard and Cote 1972) within the inertial subrange, seen also for nC wq and
nC wCO2 in Sahlée et al. (2008) . Here spectra and cospectra are calculated in a similar way to Kaimal et al. (1972) , consisting of 21 points from 20-Hz data, each representing a mean spectra estimate for the specific frequency range. Energy spectra and cospectra are normalized with its respective variance, s 2 x , and flux w 0 x 0 , respectively.
Site and instrument setup a. Site description
The site used for the oxygen measurements is located on a small island east of Gotland in the Baltic Sea. A 30-m tower is located at the southern tip of the island with the base 1 6 0.5 m above mean sea level. The tower is equipped with both slow response instruments for profiles and high-frequency instruments for turbulent fluxes. The fluxes of momentum, sensible heat, and latent heat are shown to represent open sea conditions for wind directions (WD) 808 , WD , 2108 , while fluxes of CO 2 are shown to represent open sea conditions for wind direction 808 , WD , 1608 . Data from the site have been used for numerous studies on varies aspects on air-sea interaction and gas exchange (e.g., Rutgersson and Smedman 2010; Smedman et al. 1999) . A more detailed description of the site and instrument setup can be found in, for example, Rutgersson et al. (2008) .
b. Instrumental setup
The Microx TX3 was used in two different eddy covariance systems during the years 2010-13; see Table 1 for descriptions of the setups and measuring periods (P1-P5). For P1-P4 (2010-12), the eddy covariance system consisted of one Gill Windmaster sonic anemometer (Gill Instruments Ltd., Lymington, Hampshire, United Kingdom) combined with the Microx TX3 using a tapered sensor, while for P5 the Gill sonic was replaced by a CSAT3 (Campbell Scientific, North Logan, Utah). In addition an open-path gas analyzer, LI-7500 (LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska), was installed to determine the fluxes of CO 2 and humidity (Fig. 1) . The eddy covariance (EC) system was mounted and evaluated at two different heights, 10 and 27 m. The sensor comparison test was performed at 10-m height (OI sensor), while data used for spectral and cospectral comparison with CO 2 and humidity were performed at 27-m height. The instruments were mounted at the outermost part of a 3.5-m bar attached to the tower facing south. The oxygen sensor was mounted to one of the supporting legs of the sonic anemometer, and the LI-7500 was mounted 0.35 m horizontally apart from the sonic anemometer with the detection volume in-line with the detection volume of the sonic. The thermistor of the Microx TX3 was mounted within the tower inside a ventilated radiation shield. The sampling rate of the EC system was set to 20 Hz. To get the best possible temporal resolution, the Microx TX3 was set to operate in ''fast sampling'' mode, which means the fastest possible update of the analog signal corresponding to about 2 Hz. Since the sampling rate for the EC system is larger compared to the analog update frequency of the Microx TX3, data in between updates were kept at a constant sample value. Prior to every new measuring period, a manual two-point calibration was performed on the oxygen sensor: the first point for 100% air saturation (in air) and the second point for 0% air saturation (in liquid).
Measurements a. Data analysis
The details of atmospheric conditions during the measuring periods are presented in Table 2 . To avoid disturbance from land and flow distortion effects from the tower, only data with a prevailing wind direction from the sector 608-2508 were used, for spectral analysis data were filtered to 808-1608 in order to represent open sea conditions for all scalars. Periods of rain and high relative humidity (.93%) were excluded by using the relative humidity measured at 8 m. Oxygen data were first screened to exclude periods of low signal-to-noise ratio, identified using the ratio of the oxygen fluctuation and the tabulated precision of 0.1% air saturation. For sonic wind data, a rotation of the coordinate system was performed, by aligning the sonic x axis into the mean wind and a second rotation giving a zero vertical wind speed. Spectral analysis and turbulence statistics were compiled in 30-min blocks. For every 30-min block, the 10-min average wind directions are allowed to vary within 6108, to ensure a persistent wind direction. To remove trends affecting the scalar averages, a linear detrend was applied on the raw data for every 30-min block. Time lags were checked by cross-correlating signals on every 30-min block in order to get the most accurate flux estimation. The time lag between oxygen and w was found to be zero. For w-CO 2 and w-q having a distance to the sonic of 0.35 m, a time lag of 60.6 s was found, depending on wind speed and wind direction. A spike removal algorithm similar to Sahlée et al. (2012) was then conducted on the remaining data used for cospectral analysis.
b. Corrections
1) AIR DENSITY EFFECTS
Density variations due to sensible and latent heat fluxes are known to affect open-path gas analyzers, such as the LI-7500, measuring the CO 2 molar density in ambient air within the given detection volume. Fluctuations of temperature and humidity cause fluctuations in the measured density, which need to be corrected for. A similar correction is needed also for the oxygen measurement presented here. The Microx TX3 measures the phase angle shift as a function of the partial pressure of oxygen in ambient air. As a result, the measured O 2 fluxes cannot be used directly without correcting for the effect of temperature and humidity fluctuations. The correction can be made directly on the raw data by converting the fluxes into mixing ratios as is done in Sahlée et al. (2008) for carbon dioxide or in the postprocessing using the WPL correction (Webb et al. 1980) . The WPL correction is described by the following equation for the true vertical mass flux F x (kg m 22 s
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) of an in situ-measured mass scalar density r x (kg m 23 ):
The w 0 r 0 x term denotes the measured density flux, the m(r x /r a )w 0 r 0 y term is the contribution from the latent heat flux, and the (1 1 ms)(r x /T)w 0 T 0 term is the part accounting for the sensible heat flux. Here s is the ratio of water vapor density to the density of ambient air r x /r a and m is the ratio M d /M y , where M is the molar mass (kg mol 21 ) where subscripts d, a, and y refer to dry air, ambient air, and water vapor, respectively. The Microx TX3 compensate for temperature fluctuations on a temporal scale above 20 s with the thermistor connected. Therefore, the oxygen flux should only be corrected with respect to the contribution from the latent heat flux [second term on the right-hand side in Eq. (8)] and if necessary, also with the contribution from the part of the sensible heat flux found below 20 s.
2) FLUX ESTIMATION FROM SPECTRAL ATTENUATED SIGNALS
The most frequently used method to determine the airsea flux of oxygen is Eq. (4). However, when a correction due to limitations in frequency response is needed, the interpolated cospectrum Eq. (7) is preferably used. To compensate for the frequency loss, different methods have been suggested, such as different transfer functions developed for spectral attenuation (Horst 2000) or using in situ measurements and assuming cospectral similarity of a reference signal shown to be free from attenuation (Hicks and McMillen 1988; Horst et al. 1997 ). The transfer functions are usually smooth curves based on field measurements over flat terrain (Moore 1986; Kaimal and Finnigan 1994) ; however, as showed in several studies (Laubach and McNaughton 1998; Massman 2000 Massman , 2001 and summarized in Lee et al. (2004) , half-hour spectra never resemble this smooth shape and the nondimensional frequencies were shown to be site specific rather than universal, causing errors in the transfer functions.
In this study the cospectral similarity was applied using nC wq as the reference. The oxygen flux was determined by computing the integral of the oxygen cospectra up to the frequency where the flux loss starts (n l ). The flux contribution at frequencies higher than n l is determined from the cospectra of the reference signal c multiplied by the ratio of the oxygen flux to the scalar flux up to the drop-off frequency:
Results and discussion
a. Sensor comparison
In this section sensor and instrument limitations in terms of response time, signal drift, and flux detection limit are studied. Both the OI type and the NOI type of sensors were used. The measurements with the OI sensor were performed at P1, while measurements with the NOI sensor were performed during four field campaigns
over the years 2011-13. Figure 2a shows a detrended time series of the O 2 measurements with the NOI sensor during 30 June 2011. Both large-scale and small-scale fluctuations are observed; additionally, it is clear that the sensor displays a discrete stepwise response. The Microx TX3 shows this discrete signal regardless of the sensor tip used. However, as displayed in Fig. 2a , fluctuations of the order of 0.5% air saturation are detected within 30-s interval between 2925 and 2955 LST, and can be distinguished from the typical precision error of 60.1% air saturation. This is most likely due to the combination of the limited resolution and the oversampled system (sampling at 20 Hz but the sensor outputs only at about 2 Hz). For eddy covariance measurement in water, the stepwise behavior was shown to have a minor effect on the calculated fluxes (Chipman et al. 2012 ). However, this does not necessary have to be the case for atmospheric eddy covariance measurements of oxygen where the concentration fluctuations are small relative to the absolute concentration. For all field campaigns, a nonphysical trend in oxygen signal was seen as an increase in oxygen concentration with time (Fig. 2b) . This trend in oxygen concentration starts immediately after a new sensor tip has been installed and measurements started. Figure 2b shows a time series of oxygen concentration measured during P2 with a new two-point calibrated NOI sensor tip installed. Regardless of the type of sensor tip, a signal drift could be distinguished; however, this signal drift was found to be much larger for the nonoptical isolated sensor than for the isolated sensor tip, sometimes as large as 3.7% air saturation per hour (Fig. 2b) . This drift has not been recognized for use in aquatic environments (Chipman et al. 2012 ) and is probably due to photobleaching of the sensor tip (Loligo Systems 2005. The drift in oxygen signal could, if not reduced to its minimum, potentially have large influences on the computed oxygen fluxes. The impact from the drift on the oxygen flux is investigated by comparing the evolution of the oxygen flux [difference in flux compared to the initial flux F o (t) 2 F o (0)] with the evolution of the partial pressure of oxygen P o (t) 2 P o (0) (Fig. 3a) . The oxygen partial pressure increases with 35 hPa due to the drift. The signal drift is largest in the beginning of the measuring period and levels out after about 40 h; therefore, most of the data are found for P o (t) 2 P o (0) . 20 hPa. From P o (t) 2 P o (0) 5 15 to 33 hPa, a small tendency is found for increasing oxygen fluxes. This is, however, more likely explained by natural trends in dynamical or biological forcing affecting the magnitude of the oxygen flux rather than the signal drift. For air-sea oxygen fluxes over such a relatively short period of time, dynamical forcing from wind speed is assumed to be the most important parameter affecting the magnitude of the oxygen flux.
During P5 the oxygen fluxes for the sector 808-1608 are found within the range 0.3-6.6 mmol m 22 s
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, where the variation is mostly due to variations in wind speed. These oxygen fluxes are somewhat larger than the modeled 50-yr average oxygen flux for June of 0.6 mmol m 22 s 21 for the eastern Gotland basin (Norman et al. 2013) . However, prior to evaluating the magnitude of the absolute airsea scalar flux, several corrections need to be applied and flux uncertainty determined (Blomquist et al. 2010; Rowe et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2013) ; additionally, the airsea scalar gradient needs to be verified by measurements. Here the oxygen fluxes are corrected according to Eq. (9) and for the contribution from the latent heat flux [second term on the right-hand side in Eq. (8)] affecting the measured density flux. In Fig. 4a To ascertain the most suitable oxygen sensor for eddy covariance measurements, normalized mean oxygen spectra of the OI sensor (Fig. 5 ) and the NOI sensor (Fig. 6 ) as a function of frequency are studied. The mean spectra in Fig. 5 consist of 14 half-hour runs measured with the OI sensor during P1. In agreement with the Kolmogorov theory for other scalars, oxygen spectra show a slope close to 2 2 /3 in the inertial subrange; however, for frequencies higher than 0.3 Hz, a sudden drop in energy can be seen for the OI sensor. The energy loss occurs at frequencies higher than 0.3 Hz, which is slightly lower than what is to be expected for the OI sensor, which, according to the specification is capable of resolving eddies of sizes up to 0.5 Hz. The normalized oxygen power spectra for the NOI sensor (Fig. 6) represent an average of 50 half-hour runs measured during conditions close to neutral. The NOI sensor shows a slope close to 2 2 /3 up to about 1 Hz, with a small tendency of a more spiky structure of the spectra in the range 0.5-1 Hz. After 1 Hz a drastic drop in oxygen power spectra is observed, indicating a response limited to 1 Hz, which corresponds to the tabulated response time of 0.5 s for the NOI sensor. Energy in the frequency range 1.0-10 Hz should be regarded as noise, since the update rate of the instrument is limited to 2 Hz. As expected there is a shift in the spectral peak frequency toward lower frequencies when measuring at 27-m height compared to 10-m height, which makes it possible to resolve a larger part of the spectrum, shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
Verification of the accuracy and stability of the oxygen instrument is of importance before using it for eddy covariance measurements. A shift in signal stability is observed for all individual sensors, appearing as a drastic impairment of the resolution of the oxygen sensor, causing errors in the determination of O 2 fluxes. To assure the sensor stability of the Microx TX3 with time, a signal inspection is needed before the calculation of oxygen fluxes. The signal stability may be evaluated using the normalized standard deviation, which should be a function of z/L only (Monin 1962) :
where s x denotes the variance; x * 5 2w 0 x 0 /u * denotes the scaling parameters for the scalar; u * 5 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2u 0 w 0 p is the friction velocity; and z/L is the Monin-Obukhov stability parameter, where z denotes the measuring height and L is the Obukhov length defined as L 5 2u 3 * T/gkw 0 T 0 y , where g is the gravity, k is the von Kármán constant equal to 0.4, and T y denotes the virtual temperature defined as T y 5 (1 1 0:61q)T. Because of the limited dataset, the stability function F o (z/L) cannot be determined and Eq. (10) not be used directly. However, during P3-P5 only minor changes in z/L are measured and the dimensionless stability function F o (z/L) can be regarded as relatively constant. The ratio s o /O * should then stay relatively constant as long as the oxygen sensor is capable of detecting true fluctuations of oxygen. Figure 7 displays 268 consecutive half hours of data with s o /O * for nearneutral conditions during P4. After about 2.5 days (125 half hours), a drastic impairment of the oxygen sensor is observed, appearing as a threshold value in the oxygen signal, after which large variations begin, indicating that the oxygen sensor is no longer capable of detecting the true fluctuations of oxygen. This threshold value has showed to vary between sensors, depending on weather conditions, where strong sunlight tends to have a negative effect on the sensor lifetime (SL). Direct impact from raindrops, snow, and hail on the sensor tip has showed to directly reduce the sensor lifetime. Wintertime measurements have not yielded any good results, and are therefore not included in the study. Significant shifts in the oxygen signal affecting the ratio s o /O * may also be due to other reasons, such as change in wind velocity or atmospheric stability. Therefore, a manual inspection of spectra and cospectra is recommended for periods when the ratio shows large deviations. To maximize in field data coverage continuous evaluation of the oxygen data through a control algorithm is recommended.
b. Spectral analysis
As previously discussed the peak frequency is shifted toward lower frequencies when measuring at 27-m height compared to 10-m height, meaning that the NOI sensor resolves a larger part of the spectra and cospectra. Because of scalar similarity, we expect the cospectra of oxygen to behave similar as the cospectra for CO 2 and humidity following a 2 4 /3 slope within the inertial subrange, as in Sahlée et al. (2008) , where the cospectra of CO 2 and humidity showed a similar shape. Mean cospectra of oxygen (blue), humidity (green), and CO 2 (red), normalized with the respective covariance [Eq. (4)] shown against dimensionless frequency, f 5 nz/u, measured at the height of 27 m, are shown in Figs. 8a and 8b . The normalized mean cospectra consist of the 22 half-hour runs during 30 August 2012. Overall, a good agreement between normalized oxygen cospectra and normalized cospectra of wq and wCO 2 is found up to f equal to 1, following a 2 4 /3 slope in the inertial subrange. However, for oxygen a frequency loss compared to CO 2 and humidity can be distinguished already at f equal to 0.3, increasing dramatically above f equal to 1 where the slope no longer follows the 2 4 /3 line. Figure 8b shows the normalized cospectra on a linear scale as a function of normalized frequency on a logarithmic scale. As mentioned previously the area enclosed by the curve is proportional to the flux. For lower frequencies the normalized cospectra follow each other as expected. For higher frequencies, however, the cospectrum of oxygen is found to be consistently lower compared to cospectra of humidity and CO 2 . For f . 1, the nC wo cospectrum is found to be zero. However, less than 1% of the total fluxes of CO 2 and water vapor are associated with eddies in this range. The total loss in the normalized oxygen cospectra compared to the normalized cospectra of humidity and CO 2 is of importance for the magnitude of the total oxygen flux. To correct for this loss, the normalized cospectral shape of CO 2 and humidity or any other scalar can be used as the true shape of the normalized oxygen cospectra for frequencies higher than the drop-off frequency [cf. section 4b(2)].
c. Corrections of O 2 fluxes
Using the normalized mean cospectra of CO 2 and humidity, the oxygen flux is corrected by applying Eq. (7). The correction on the oxygen flux is (for cospectra in Fig. 8 ) 16% and 26% using nC wCO2 and nC wq as references, respectively. Expanding the measuring period to 48 half hours, the average cospectral correction constitutes 25% of the flux with individual half-hour cospectral corrections varying between 17% and 36% of the flux, using nC wq as a reference. representing the cospectral correction is a linear function with a slope of 1.27 (red line), indicating a relative constant value of the cospectral correction, with a small tendency of having larger cospectral correction for larger measured oxygen fluxes. The latent heat correction (LHC) part of the WPL correction was found to have the largest influence on the oxygen fluxes, showing a mostly positive contribution to the oxygen flux. The mean contributions from LHC during P4 were found to be 41% of the oxygen flux varying within the range 30%-74% of the oxygen flux.
Summary and conclusions
Using high-frequency oxygen data from the Östergarnsholm site, we show that the Microx TX3 with the nonoptical isolated (NOI) sensor attains sufficient response time and precision to be used in the eddy covariance system at 27 m to measure larger air-sea fluxes of O 2 . The optical isolated (OI) sensor shows a more stable signal than the NOI sensor in terms of signal drift, not shown here; however, the slow response time of the OI sensor makes it insufficient for ground-based eddy covariance measurements. The signal drift of the NOI sensor will result in errors in the flux estimation if not corrected. This drift can be reduced by regular calibration and by lowering the sensor's light-emitting diode (LED) intensity; however, a lower LED intensity will also decrease the instrumental resolution, which is already a limitation for this instrument. This study reveals a significant limitation in sensor lifetime for the NOI sensor, which limits the application of the Microx TX3 in atmospheric eddy covariance systems. The sensor lifetime varied between 1 and 4 days, where the variations in sensor lifetime were found to depend on atmospheric conditions, such as solar radiation and direct impact from precipitation. We therefore encourage a signal stability control like the one presented in this study to select periods of data used for further analysis, and if necessary a manual spectral-cospectral inspection. To reduce the forcing on the oxygen sensor, land-based measurements are preferred where motions of the EC system are minimized.
Spectra of oxygen measured with the NOI sensor follow a 2 2 /3 slope within the inertial subrange; however, above 1.0 Hz a pronounced drop in frequency response is seen. This study also reveals the importance of measuring at the highest possible altitude for instruments with a limited response time, such as the Microx TX3. Comparing normalized cospectra of oxygen, humidity, and CO 2 shows that they coincide and follow a 2 4 /3 slope up to a normalized frequency . 1; thus, scalar similarity applies for oxygen on that part of the cospectrum during neutral conditions, measured with the Microx TX3 in combination with the NOI sensor. The frequency loss starting at f . 0.3 as a result of the limited resolution causes an underestimation of the oxygen flux. This flux loss can be corrected for either by a transfer function or as in this study applying cospectral similarity for scalars and using simultaneous high-frequency measurements of other scalars. The correction is performed upon the normalized cospectra by using the shape of the scalar as the reference shape of the normalized oxygen cospectra for frequencies higher than the frequency where the drop-off begins. This cospectral correction was found to be of significant importance for the magnitude of the total flux during P4 varying between 17% and 36% of the total oxygen flux. The magnitude of the cospectral correction during P4 showed a small increase with increasing oxygen fluxes. For periods with small air-sea gradients and strong stable atmospheric stratification, it is likely that the limitations in instrument regarding resolution and response time could result in large cospectral corrections and poorly quantified oxygen fluxes. The latent heat correction was found to have a large influence on the oxygen fluxes. During P4 LHC constituted 30%-74% of the flux and was likely to show an even larger influence for periods of high latent heat fluxes. Even though the latent heat correction corresponds to a major part of the oxygen flux, it has a solid theoretical base and is required for measurements with effectively open-path instruments in atmospheric EC systems and prior estimation of the scalar flux. For the situation when the density correction becomes very large, however, the oxygen flux can be questionable. We thus conclude that the Microx TX3 can be used for high-frequency purposes during the spring and summer months. However, the thermistor does not attain a sufficient response time for atmospheric applications; therefore, it would be further improved with a highfrequency thermistor.
